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In the UK, people don’t know about solar cooking

How do we change that?
1. Solar Cook in public:

Stewart made coffee in a park in London

Dave boiled water for an event in Cornwall
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Stewart made coffee in a park in London.

Dave boiled water for an event in Cornwall.
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2. Solar Cook for children:
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3. Get on Television:
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Tim Maddams
TV chef
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4. Educate an NGO:
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Thank you .... not now .... but if we think you can be of assistance to us in the future, we will be in touch.
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We will NOT be in touch

Go AWAY !!
4. Educate an NGO:
5. Use Facebook Groups:
5. Use Facebook Groups:
6. Use Youtube:

E26 Cooking pot-stewed meat with a satellite and solar energy | Ms Yeah
Caption: When your love fantasy burst like bubbles, what can heal a broken heart? For me, it's food and more importantly, a new love ...

Cooking STEAK with Sunlight
Caption: Today we're cooking a steak using only solar power with the solar scorcher! Subscribe & "Ring the Bell": https://goo.gl/618xWm ...

How to make a simple solar cooker to understand the use of solar energy
Caption: A solar cooker is a device which is used to cook food directly under sun light without using Gas, LPG or electricity. It's a ...

Parabolic Satellite Dish Conversion - Solar Cooker
Caption: Two proven DIY methods for converting an old offset parabolic satellite dish into a solar cooker! These are two different satellite...

These are solar cooking videos with > 1 million views
6. Use Youtube:
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Scythe vs Brushcutter 1 - South West Annual Scythe...  
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- Cooking pot-stewed meat with a satellite and solar energy | Ms Yeah
  办公室小野官方频道 Ms Yeah Official Channel  2.7M views 2 years ago
  When your love fantasy burst like bubbles, what can heal a broken heart? For me, it’s food and co- importantly, a new love ...
  Subtitles

- Cooking STEAK with Sunlight
  The King of Random  2.5M views 1 year ago
  Today we're cooking a steak using only solar power with the solar stove! Make sure to “Ring the Bell”: https://goo.gl/618xWm ...
  Subtitles

- How to make a simple solar cooker to demonstrate the use of solar energy
  Brainerger 1 year ago
  A solar cooker can be used to cook food under sun light without using Gas, LPG or electricity. It's a ...

- Parabolic Satellite Dish into Solar Cooker
  Alan Howell 1.3M views
  Two proven DIY methods for converting an off-set parabolic satellite dish into a solar cooker! These are two different satellite ...

There are solar cooking videos with < 1 million views
Summary:

- Solar cook in public ✔
- Solar cook for children ✔
- Run Facebook groups ✔
- Make Youtube videos ✔